The Biologics Price Competition and
Innovation Act: “Do You Wanna Dance?”1
by Richard A. Catalina Jr.
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n 2010, as part of the Patient Protection and Afford-

This complex, multi-phased process, which requires mutual

able Care Act (commonly referred to as Obamacare),

cooperation between the parties, is affectionately known as

Congress enacted the Biologics Price Competition and

‘the patent dance.’

Innovation Act of 2009 (BPCIA). Quoting Winston
2

Churchill, the United States Court of Appeals for the

“The Dance”7

Federal Circuit (CAFC) has referred to the BPCIA as “a

In order to obtain a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.”3 Indeed, the

license of a pioneer biological product, an applicant must

BPCIA is a complex statutory regime that established an

establish that its biologic is “safe, pure, and potent.”8 Similar

abbreviated pathway for regulatory approval of follow-on bio-

to obtaining FDA approval for generic drugs under Hatch-

logical products that are either interchangeable (identical) or

Waxman, the BPCIA establishes an “abbreviated biologics

“highly similar” (i.e., biosimilars) to a previously approved

licensing application” (aBLA) process for a product sufficiently

product (reference product). The intent of the statute is to

similar to the reference product without requiring the aBLA

establish “a biosimilar pathway balancing innovation and

applicant to repeat all of the work of the pioneer applicant,

consumer interests.”

referred to in the statute as the “reference product sponsor”

4

5

While the BPCIA provides a pronounced abbreviated regu-

(RPS).9 Under the abbreviated pathway, an aBLA applicant

latory pathway for interchangeable biologics and biosimilars

may obtain a license by demonstrating, among other things,

that is similar in goals and procedures to the Drug Price Com-

that its product is biosimilar to the reference product. In an

petition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 (the Hatch-

attempt to “balance innovation and consumer interests,”10 the

Waxman Act), the statute further provides a unique patent

BPCIA prescribes that an aBLA “may not be submitted” until

dispute resolution process involving patent-covered biologics.

four years after the reference product was first licensed and

6
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that a biosimilar-product license “may

tions regarding which listed patents will

the applicant’s commercial marketing

not be made effective” until 12 years

be the subject of an immediate infringe-

begins—the RPS may seek a preliminary

after the reference product was first

ment action.21 If the parties reach agree-

injunction in a second stage of patent

In addition, the aBLA appli-

ment, the RPS must bring an action for

litigation based on any patent that

cant must provide the RPS at least 180

infringement on all such patents within

appeared in any of the original lists

days’ notice before commercially mar-

30 days,22 and the aBLA applicant must

exchanged by the parties (either by way

keting its “licensed” product.

then notify the FDA.23

of initial agreement or by way of the

If the parties fail to reach an agree-

“narrowing process”), minus those

First Dance13

ment within 15 days of starting their

patents that were already the subject of

The tempo of the patent dance

negotiation, the BPCIA requires them to

a first-stage litigation.32 In addition, the

moves into high gear when an aBLA is

continue in a process that would limit

RPS may include additional patents that

licensed.

11

12

submitted to the FDA. Within 20 days

the scope of potential first-stage litiga-

were issued to or exclusively licensed by

after the FDA notifies the applicant that

tion.24 The aBLA applicant first provides

the RPS sponsor after it gave the appli-

its aBLA has been accepted for review,

the RPS with the number of patents the

cant its original list (non-listed patents).

the applicant is to give notice to the RPS

applicant believes should be litigated.25

Additionally, if the applicant gives

by providing the sponsor with the aBLA,

That number effectively caps how many

timely notice to the RPS by providing

as well as information describing the

patents each party may designate on its

the sponsor with the aBLA, as well as

manufacturing process for the biosimi-

list of patents to be litigated, and the

information describing the manufactur-

lar.15 Within 60 days of receiving that

parties exchange their lists. If the appli-

ing process upon notification by the

notice, the RPS is to provide a list of

cant claims zero patents should be liti-

FDA that the application has been

patents that could reasonably be assert-

gated, the RPS may only list one.26 Within

accepted for review,33 then neither the

14

ed against the applicant and specify

30 days of exchanging their lists, the

RPS nor the applicant may bring a

those patents that it would be prepared

RPS must sue for infringement on pre-

declaratory judgment action based on

to license to the applicant.16 Within 60

cisely those patents that appear on the

any non-listed patent prior to the date

days after receiving the list, the appli-

combined lists,27 and the applicant must

on which the RPS receives the 180-day

cant is to respond with a detailed state-

notify the FDA.28 Notably, the litigation

notice of commercial marketing.34 The

ment identifying why each patent on

is limited to a single patent if the appli-

statute permits the RPS to seek declara-

the RPS’s list is invalid, unenforceable,

cant lists no patents, no matter how

tory relief in the event that the appli-

or not infringed, or declaring that it

many patents the RPS designated in its

cant fails to comply with certain provi-

does not intend to commercially market

original list of patents that would be

sions of the “patent dance.”35

the biosimilar product before a particu-

infringed by the proposed biosimilar

lar patent expires, and also addressing

product.

29

Participating in the patent dance
under the BPCIA involves more moves

the RPS’s statement of readiness to

Given the ambitious scheduling dead-

than the tango, salsa and bachata com-

In its response, the applicant

lines and the time commonly taken for

bined. No wonder there has been some

may also provide its own list of patents

FDA review, any first-stage infringement

hesitancy to hit the dance floor. There

license.

17

it believes could reasonably be asserted

litigation would likely be initiated before

are, however, some early court decisions

against it.18 Then, within 60 days of

the FDA licenses the aBLA applicant’s

that have clarified the “riddle wrapped

receiving the applicant’s response, the

biosimilar product. The first-stage litiga-

in a mystery inside an enigma” of the

RPS is to provide a detailed reply regard-

tion also allows the applicant to exclude

patent dance.

ing those patents on its initial patent list

potentially meritorious patents from

as to which the applicant has asserted

that litigation. To overcome these obsta-

non-infringement, invalidity, or unen-

cles, the BPCIA patent dance provides for

forceability.

a second stage of patent litigation.

19

While the RPS may later supplement
its original patent list,20 it is the original

“I Can’t Dance”36
In Sandoz Inc. v. Amgen Inc. et al.,37
recently decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court, applicant Sandoz notified RPS

“Last Dance”30

Amgen that the FDA had accepted for

lists by both parties that form the basis

As noted, the aBLA applicant must

review Sandoz’s aBLA application, and

of the next steps in the process that may

provide the RPS a 180-day notice before

that it would commence commercial

lead to immediate first-stage litigation.

commercially marketing its ‘licensed’

marketing of the biosimilar product

That process requires the RPS and the

product.31 As the BPCIA contemplates,

immediately upon FDA approval—

applicant enter into good-faith negotia-

after receiving the notice—but before

whenever that may be.38 Sandoz refused

18
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to provide Amgen with its aBLA or other

statute to implement that statutory

whether state law may permit that equi-

relevant information, and its notice of

regime, the Court concluded that when

table remedy. The Court remanded the

commercial marketing was only a gener-

an applicant fails to comply with the

matter to the Federal Circuit for a deter-

al notice—not specific to a date and not

disclosure requirements, the BPCIA

mination of whether California state

directed to a biosimilar product that had

authorizes the RPS41 to bring an immedi-

law would allow injunctive relief.45

received actual licensure from the FDA.

ate declaratory judgment action for arti-

As to the second issue, the Court held

The two issues before the Court in

ficial infringement as defined in the

that the applicant may provide notice

Sandoz were: 1) whether §262(l)(2)(A)’s

patent statute.42 In such event, the

either before or after receiving FDA

requirement that an applicant provide

BPCIA, therefore, vests in the RPS the

approval.46 The BPCIA requires that the

the RPS with its aBLA and manufactur-

control that the applicant would other-

applicant give notice at least 180 days

ing information is enforceable by an

wise have exercised over the scope and

before the date of first commercial mar-

injunction under either federal or state

timing of the patent litigation.43 It also

keting of a licensed biological product.47

law, and 2) whether an applicant must

deprives the applicant of the certainty

Because the term “licensed” modifies

provide notice after the FDA licenses its

that it could have obtained by bringing

the phrase “commercial marketing”

biosimilar, or if it may also provide

a declaratory judgment action prior to

rather than “notice,” “commercial mar-

effective notice before licensure.

marketing its product. The BPCIA, there-

keting” is the point in time by which

fore, provides a specific remedy to RPS,

the biosimilar must be “licensed.” As

39

The Court held that an injunction
under federal law is not available to

of which injunctive relief is excluded.

44

such, the statute’s use of the word

While the Court in Sandoz concluded

“licensed” merely reflects the fact that,

under the BPCIA.40 After engaging in a

that the BPCIA does not permit injunc-

on the “date of the first commercial

comprehensive analysis of the interplay

tive relief against an applicant for failing

marketing,”

between the patent dance of the BPCIA

to provide the required disclosures, the

“licensed.”

and the amendments to the patent

Court left open the door regarding

the applicant may provide notice either

enforce the disclosure requirements

NJSBA.COM

48

the

product

must

be

Under this interpretation,
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before or after receiving FDA approval.

“Dancing Machine”49
In Amgen Inc. v. Apotex Inc.,

phase of the dance and ultimately agreed

tantamount to seeking a preliminary

upon 10 patents to litigate, all of which

injunction, stating “Plaintiffs explicitly

were the subject of the filed complaint.

request ‘a declaration of its rights under

the

In the complaint, AbbVie further

the statute and injunctive relief requir-

CAFC revisited the issue of whether an

alleged that Amgen failed to confirm

ing [Defendant] to provide [Plaintiffs]

aBLA applicant could avoid the 180-day

that it intended to comply with the 180-

with legally effective notice of commer-

commercial marketing notice require-

day notice requirement of commercial

cial marketing…’Absent the availability

ment. In this case, however, applicant

marketing, and asserted a claim seeking

of declaratory relief, Plaintiffs would

Apotex did provide the RPS with its

to compel Amgen to comply and to

simply seek an injunction.”57

aBLA and the additional required infor-

enjoin Amgen from launching its prod-

In Immunex Corp., et al v. Sandoz Inc.,

mation, and the parties engaged in a

uct until 180 days after Amgen provided

et al,58 there was a dance, but not as the

first-stage

an

the appropriate notice under (8)(A). In

BPCIA instructs. In Immunex, a matter

infringement action filed by Amgen.

its responsive pleading to the complaint,

venued in the District of New Jersey, the

50

dance,

resulting

in

Yet, as in the prior matter before the

Amgen asserted that it intended to fully

aBLA application was filed for a biosimi-

CAFC, Apotex merely provided Amgen

comply with its obligations under BPCIA

lar to Immunex’s59 Enbrel® (etanercept)

with a “general notice” of its intended

concerning the 180-day notice as inter-

product. On or about 20 days after the

commercial marketing activities without

preted by the CAFC in Amgen v. Sandoz

FDA accepted the aBLA for review, San-

specifying a date or a licensed product.

and Amgen v. Apotex. Amgen’s biosimilar

doz provided RPS Immunex with remote

In the infringement litigation, Amgen

product (adalimumab) has since been

access to a Sandoz-hosted database of

sought and obtained a preliminary

approved. A 20-day bench trial is sched-

thousands of TIFF images purporting to

injunction against Apotex, compelling

uled for Nov. 4, 2019.

comprise the aBLA and additional

it to provide a (8)(A) notice if and when

The statutory requirement that the

required information. Immunex claimed

it receives a license from the FDA, and to

aBLA applicant provide a 180-day notice

the material failed to fully comply with

delay any commercial marketing for 180

of commercial marketing of a licensed

the BPCIA requirements but, neverthe-

days from that notice. The court granted

biosimilar to the RPS surfaced again in the

less, provided Sandoz with a list of

the injunction, and Apotex appealed.

55

matter of Amgen Inc., et al v. Hospira, Inc.

patents for which a claim of infringe-

The CAFC affirmed.51 First noting

In Hospira, RPS Amgen, maker of the ref-

ment could be reasonably asserted based

that the appeal does not involve the

erence product Epogen® (epoetin alfa),

on the aBLA’s etanercept product. San-

merits of the infringement allegations,

filed an infringement action against aBLA

doz responded by “stating that it no

the court emphasized that RPS’s motion

applicant Hospira. Hospira provided a

longer wished to follow the strictures of

for a preliminary injunction concerned

purported notice of commercial market-

the BPCIA,” and insisted Immunex file

what will happen if and when the FDA

ing, which Amgen alleged was legally

an action for patent infringement within

licenses Apotex’s proposed biosimilar

defective under the BPCIA. In the first

30 days. Sandoz also provided Immunex

product. The court rejected Apotex’s dis-

count of its infringement complaint,

with additional information relating to

tinction, holding that the “commercial-

Amgen sought a declaratory judgment

the manufacturing process of its biosim-

marketing provision is mandatory and

that Hospira’s refusal to provide proper

ilar product.60

enforceable by injunction even for an

notice of commercial marketing violates

applicant [that has otherwise properly

the BPCIA. Before answering the com-

Immunex filed an immediate first-stage

performed the dance].”52

plaint, Hospira filed a motion to dismiss

infringement action, asserting five

In AbbVie Inc. v. Amgen Inc.,53 RPS

the declaratory judgment claim, arguing

patents. Sandoz has agreed not to com-

AbbVie filed an infringement action

that the BPCIA does not provide a private

mercially launch its product, although

against aBLA applicant Amgen regarding

cause of action regarding the notice

the date has not been made publically

AbbVie’s reference product Humira®

requirement.

available. A bench trial is scheduled

In

light

of

the

circumstances,

before Judge Claire C. Cecchi, D.J., for

(adalimumab). According to the com-

The district court denied Hospira’s

plaint, the underlying technology of

motion, finding that the rationale of

Humira® involves more than 100 issued

Apotex, supra, applied with equal force to

U.S. patents, 61 of which AbbVie identi-

the declaratory judgment claim asserted

fied in its initial list.54 Unable to agree on

by Amgen.56 Placing substance over

In yet another matter involving

the patents to be litigated, the parties

form, the court noted that seeking a

Amgen and Sandoz, Sandoz Inc. v. Amgen

proceeded to the ‘scope narrowing’

declaratory judgment on the issue is

Inc.,62 Sandoz filed an action against
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“Dancing in the Dark”61
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Amgen and Hoffman-LaRoche seeking a

are fully protected for potential second-

declaratory judgment that their two

stage litigation. In addition, a sponsor

patents are invalid and unenforceable,

must be provided at least 180 days’

and will not be infringed if Sandoz uses,

notice by the applicant before commer-

offers to sell or sells, or imports a drug

cial marketing of a licensed biosimilar,

product that is biosimilar to Amgen’s

so the reference product sponsor may

Enbrel® (etanercept) product.

initiate second-stage infringement liti-

At the

time it filed suit, however, Sandoz had

gation regarding any and all claims it

not (and had not at the time the CAFC

wishes to pursue that have not yet been

issued its opinion) filed its aBLA for its

determined, and seek the necessary

contemplated product with the FDA,

injunctive relief.
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to delve into the “riddle wrapped in a
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mystery inside an enigma” of the

“biosimilar pathway balancing innova-

BPCIA, the CAFC affirmed the dismissal

tion and consumer interests” for biolog-

of the matter by the district court on the

ics as successfully as the Hatch-Waxman

basis that Sandoz did not allege an

Act did for small-molecule chemical

injury of sufficient immediacy and real-

pharmaceuticals has yet to be deter-

ity to create subject matter jurisdiction.63

mined. Indeed, it may take a decade of
regulatory action and infringement liti-

“Dancing with Myself”

64

gation to draw any reasoned conclusion.

By the year 2020, biologics are esti-

Until then, reference product sponsors

mated to account for nearly 25 percent

and biosimilar applicants have a sophis-

of the world’s pharmaceutical sales.65

ticated dance—“a riddle wrapped in a

Currently, biologics account for eight

mystery inside an enigma”—to follow,

out of the world’s top 10 best-selling

with the courts providing necessary

drugs.66 Yet, the exponential complexity

guidance to the best of their ability.
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